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Abstract—
Recommending sets of items that include both personalized

and compatible items is crucial to personalized styling programs
such as Amazon’s Personal Shopper. There is both an extensive
literature on learning generic fashion compatibility and also on
personalization in fashion. However, recommending pairs of items
that the customer would like to wear together is still less studied
as it involves learning a compatibility metric personalized to
each customer. We propose a new framework (PSA-Net) to learn
compatibility that is personalized to the customer - a customer
dependent subspace learning framework where attention weights
of subspaces are learnt using customer representations. We
evaluate our approach on compatibility data provided directly
by customers. Our approach outperforms the non-personalized
approach in predicting compatibility preferences of customers.
In other words, an approach that learns a common compatibility
metric for all customers. In addition, we compare the significance
of feedback collected directly from customers to that of data
collected from human stylists in predicting compatibility for
Amazon customers.

Index Terms—Neural Networks, Compatibility, Fashion, At-
tention, Complementarity, Recommendation Systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Personal shopper by Prime Wardrobe (PSPW) is a subscrip-
tion service that provides personalized styling using machine
learning with humans in the loop to recommend sets of items
to customers. Within the Personal shopper experience, Love It
or Leave It is a fun and frictionless way for any Amazon
customer to share their style likes and dislikes through a
simple thumbs up/down interaction. Customer feedback is
used to improve understanding of their style, resulting in better
recommendations. Customers can vote items individually as
well as pairs of items (Figure 1). Votes on individual items
are used to learn representations of customers and items to
predict their preferences on individual items. Votes on pairs of
items are used to learn compatibility of pairs of items for each
customer. The feedback collected from Love it or leave it, in
addition to other data sources, is used to train recommendation
models. These models along with human stylists are used to
curate a personalized box for the customers. Customers can
choose what they want to try and are only charged for items
they keep after trying (See appendix A).

Fashion compatibility is subjective and depends on several
factors including the preference of customer for the individual
items, and what they like to wear together. Depending on
various factors like profession, location and age compatibility
could mean different things to different customers, for e.g.

for a particular customer black top on a white jeans is more
compatible than a pink top on a white jeans and for another
customer the opposite could be true. There is significant
literature that addresses the problem of recommending com-
patible items but most learn a common compatibility metric
for everyone ignoring personal tastes of individual customers.
Most commonly, these models are trained on open source
datasets like Maryland Polyvore [1] [2] or datasets labelled
by human stylists and do not take into account customer
level feedback on compatibility. Even in papers that address
personalized compatibility like [3], co-purchase is often used
as a proxy for compatibility which is prone to adding noise
to the model as people might buy things together without any
intent to wear them together. We propose a subspace attention
based architecture that projects item images into multiple
embedding subspaces. Different subspaces represent different
notions of compatibility and the importance of each subspace
in learning a customer’s compatibility metric is determined
by its attention weight. The attention weights are dependent
on customer embeddings learnt using matrix completion-like
algorithms. The number of subspaces is a hyperparameter in
the model.

Our contributions are two fold 1) A novel architecture that
takes into account the customer side information to project
item embedding into multiple subspaces using attention to
learn a personalized metric of compatibility for each customer
2) A two stage training process that learns customer represen-
tations from item level preferences in the first stage and then
use these learnt customer representations along with pairwise
preference data to predict pairwise compatibility in the second
stage.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Complementary Item Recommendation

Existing approaches to complementary item recommenda-
tion can be categorized into two types. The first type of
approach addresses the pairwise similarities between fashion
items [4], [5], [1]. Veit et al. [4] proposed a Siamese network
to learn item compatibility using co-purchase or co-view infor-
mation. Instead of computing the similarity in a single space,
several recent approaches [6], [5], [1] explored learning sub-
space embeddings to capture different notions of similarities.
Vasileva et al. [6] learned type-aware embeddings to compute
similarities in sub-spaces. Tan et al. [5] further improved the
performance of [6] by learning shared sub-spaces as well as the



(a) Item level feedback (b) Feedback on pairs

Fig. 1: Love it or leave it

importance of each sub-space. Lin et al. [1] designed a scalable
sub-space attention approach for large-scale retrieval. The
pairwise models [6], [5], [1] can be also used to evaluate the
compatibility of an entire outfit. The second type of approach
models the higher-order relations of items in an outfit. Han et
al. [7] modeled an outfit as as sequence of items and used a
bidirectional LSTM model to compute the compatibility score.
Kipf et al. [8] used graph convolutional networks (GCN) to
model item relationship in an outfit. All of these methods
consider a generic compatibility model and don’t take user
preferences into account to personalize compatibility. In con-
trast, our method utilizes a two stage approach where we first
a learn customer representation based on millions of customer
feedbacks on individual items. We then use these customer
representations along with customer preferences on pairs of
items to learn a personalized metric of fashion compatibility
for each customer. At a customer level, preferences on pairs
of items are relatively fewer as compared to preferences on
individual items (On an average, we have 5 times as many
preferences on individual items than on pairs of items, as the
ratings for individual items are easier to collect). Therefore,
single item preferences help in reliably learning customer
representation and with the learnt customer representations it
becomes possible to learn a personalized compatibility metric
with relatively fewer pairwise preferences.

B. Personalized Complementary Item Recommendation

Various personalized complementary methods have been
proposed to incorporate personalized information into the
complementary model. McAuley et al. [3] learned a person-
alized distance function (a weighting matrix) to measure the
pair-wise item distances for a user. The matrix is learned using
co-purchase data, which is often noisy. Some recent work
learned personalized complementary models at the outfit-level

[9], [10], [11]. Lu et al. [9] learned binary codes for each
item type and user embeddings. The outfit score for a user
is computed based on the compatibility score between each
pair of fashion items in an outfit and the user’s preference for
each fashion item (i.e., distance between user embedding and
a fashion item). Zheng et al. [10] utilized user information
(e.g., selfie posts) from social-media to recommend outfits.
Chen et al. [11] collected a large-scale user clicked set of
outfits, and used user clicked items as user preference signals
to generate outfits. These methods often use random negative
images (or outfits) when learning the embeddings. However,
these negative images may not be the “true” negatives to the
anchor images (outfits). In practice, good negative images are
critical to achieve good performance. Therefore, we collect
user ratings on pairs of items (Figure 1b) to obtain positive
and negative image pairs for learning embeddings.

In this work, we consider the complementary relationship
at the pairwise level, due to its simplicity and scalability to
different configurations of product types. It is common to have
a different number of categories in an outfit rather than a fixed
number of categories [12]. A pairwise model is more suitable
in this case, and it can be easily extended to outfit-level similar
to [6], [5], [1], but we leave that extension to future work.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Figure 2 illustrates the system overview of our framework.
Our framework has three inputs: images of top and bottom
items forming a pair, the customer’s provided rating on the
pair, and the customer’s embedding. The input images are
passed through a CNN to extract image feature vectors. Similar
to prior work [1] [6], a set of masks are applied to the image
feature vector to generate multiple subspace embeddings.
They correspond to different notions of compatibility that are
dependent on the customer. The customer embedding is fed



into a sub-network to predict the attention weights, which in
turn select the appropriate subspace embeddings for the final
embedding computation. The selected subspace embeddings
for a particular customer would encode the compatibility
relationship that is personalized to that customer. The details of
the subspace attention network are presented in a later section.

Our network is trained using contrastive loss on pairs of
items. It takes in a training sample {〈Ai,Bi, c, ri〉|i ∈ [n]},
where ri is the customer c’s rating on compatibility of items
corresponding to the pair 〈Ai,Bi〉 of images. The loss of
the ith data point is calculated using the positive distance
d(Ai,Bi) and the label ri. Details of the contrastive loss are
given in a later section.

A. Customer embeddings

We learn customer representation using a class of algo-
rithms called matrix completion. We experiment with different
algorithms including Partial Dual (a matrix completion algo-
rithm) and a neural network to learn customer style (Stynet)
(Figure 3). We use customer preferences on individual items
(upvotes/down votes on “Love it or Leave it”), item features
(visual features, brand, color etc.) and other customer side
information as input to these algorithms. These embeddings
are used to compute attention weights in the personalized
compatibility model (Figure 2).

1) Partial Dual: This is a class of matrix completion
algorithm where a low rank representation W of the rating
matrix Y is learnt. W can be factorized into customer and
item embedding matrix. The customer embedding matrix is
used to compute subspace attention weights in PSA-Net.
Y ∈ Rd×T is the rating matrix on individual items and
L : Rd×T × Rd×T → R is a convex loss function, ‖‖2∗ is
a nuclear norm regularizer, λ > 0 is a cost parameter and D
is a set of constraints. The W matrix is a low rank matrix
that is learnt by solving the following optimization problem
as described in [13]:

min
W∈Rd×T

λL(Y,W) + ‖W‖2∗ ,

subject to W ∈ D
(1)

W can be factorized into customer and item embedding
matrix denoted by E and M respectively. Emebedding of a
customer c is given by Ec. The customer embeddings learnt
using this method are then used to learn attention weights
for compatibility subspaces for the personalized compatibility
model. The loss function used is mean squared loss between
the predicted ratings matrix W and actual rating matrix Y and
is optimized using Riemannian conjugate gradient and trust-
region algorithms.

2) Stynet: StyNet is a deep neural-network based rec-
ommendation model motivated from [14] which is able to
generalize to both cold-start customers and items by learning
the interactions between customer and item features in a latent
embedding space. In this architecture, customer embeddings
and item embeddings are learnt through customer network and
an item network respectively. Customer Id, Customer survey

features and customer’s past preferences on the ”Love it or
leave it” serve as the input layer to the customer neural
net while item catalog features like itemId, color, category,
brand and item visual embeddings (learned separately by a
convolutional neural network) serve as the input layer to the
item neural net. Two embeddings are concatenated and a
sigmoid function is applied to the concatenated embedding to
transform it into the predicted rating of an item. The network
is optimized in an end to end fashion using a mean squared
loss. Architecture details are shown in figure 3b.

B. Subspace attention network

In this section, we describe our personalized subspace
attention network (PSA-Net). Instead of computing similarity
in a single space, we utilize style subspaces [1], [6], [5] to
capture multiple dimensions of compatibility. This is important
in learning a personalized notion of compatibility for each
customer.

The network learns a non-linear function ψ(Is, c) that takes
a source image Is and a customer embedding Ec as inputs
and generates a feature embedding f . The image is first
passed through a CNN to extract its visual feature vector
(denoted as X). The customer embedding is used to predict
the subspace attention weights (w1, ..., wk) (k is the number
of subspaces) using a sub-network. Then, a set of learnable
masks (m1, ...,mk) that have the same dimensionality as the
image feature vector are applied to the image feature vector
via Hadamard product. These masks are learned so as to
project the features into a set of subspaces that encode different
compatibility substructures. The final embedding constructed
by the network is a weighted sum of the subspace embeddings:

f =

k∑
i=1

wi ∗ (X� mi), (2)

where k is the number of subspaces, X is the image feature
vector after the base CNN, mi are learnable masks, wi are
attention weights, and f is the final embedding.

C. Ranking Losses

We define Is as image from the source category (Tops in
our case) and It as image from target category (Bottoms in our
case). Given the embeddings fs = ψ(Is, c) and ft = ψ(It, c)
for the image pair 〈Is, It〉, and the customer c’s rating r on
the pair, we evaluate the neural network’s loss. We consider
two loss functions, as discussed below.

1) Triplet loss: Since we collect feedback on pairs, we need
to sample a third item from the target category. If the rating r is
positive for a pair then we would randomly sample a negative
item from list of items from target category and assume that
randomly sampled item would be less compatible than the
item from target category (bottom in this case) in the pair.
Likewise, if the rating r is negative for a pair then we would
randomly sample a positive item from list of items from target
categories and assume that randomly sampled item would be
more compatible than the bottom in the pair.



Fig. 2: PSA-Net: An overview of our proposed approach

This loss requires a triplet 〈fa, fp, fn〉 of embeddings. It is
defined as:

` = max(||fa − fp|| − ||fa − fn||+m, 0), (3)

where a is anchor image, p is positive image and n is negative
image.

2) Contrastive loss: We noticed that sampling of item to
create a triple added noise (positive and negative images are
randomly sampled) to the training process. We experimented
with contrastive loss which can be computed directly for the
pair. We found that contrastive loss outperformed the triplet
loss. See section IV-D2 for more details. Contrastive loss is
defined as:

` = Ir=+1 · || fs − ft||2 + Ir=−1 ·max (0,m− ||fs − ft||)2,
(4)

where Ir=+1 is an indicator function for a positive label, which
takes the value 1 if the label for a pair is positive else 0.
Likewise, Ir=−1 is an indicator function for a negative label,
which takes the value 1 if the label for a pair is negative else
0.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Data

While we have items from multiple categories in Amazon
catalogue, we consider only Tops (Shirts, Sweaters) and Bot-
toms (Pants, Jeans, Skirts, Shorts) categories for this paper.

1) Labelled data from human stylists: We use an existing
dataset of human stylists curated outfits within Amazon (∼
70K). Since our task is to learn pairwise compatibility, we
produce pairs from the curated outfits dataset. We cannot use
rejected outfits to generate negative pairs since some of those
pairs can still be compatible even when the entire outfit is
not. We use this data to train a pairwise non personalized

compatibility model based on the state of the art approach in
[1]. This baseline model is compared against a model trained
on customer pairwise preference data from Love it or leave it.

2) Personalized ratings obtained from customers:

• Preferences on pairs: Lack of negatively labelled data and
the variance in compatibility labels provided by human
stylists encouraged us to collect pairwise compatibility
data directly from customers to learn a compatibility met-
ric personalized to them. We get customer feedback on
pairs of items through the Love it or Leave it experience
where a customer upvotes a pair if they think they can
wear the two items together and downvote it otherwise
(see Figure 1a). We get feedback on pairs from each
customer (∼100 on average) and ∼500K pairs across
all customers. This data is used to train the personalized
compatibility model.

• Preferences on individual items: We collect feedback on
customer style preferences on individual items through
the Love it or Leave it experience (see Figure 1b).
A customer rates approximately 200 items to let us
know their style preferences. We use this data to learn
customer embeddings that are used in the personalized
compatibility model to learn subspace attention weights.

B. Preprocessing

Item images sometimes show the model wearing pieces of
clothing other than the item of interest, which might add noise
to the training. To correct for this, images are cropped before
feeding into our models. A YOLO3 object detection model
trained on Amazon fashion images that identifies the bounding
boxes of all the entities present in the image is used to extract
the part of the image which represents the item, as shown in
(Figure 4).



(a) Matrix completion

(b) Stynet

Fig. 3: Customer representation learning based on single item ratings: (a) Matrix completion algorithm Partial Dual (b) Stynet
- A deep neural-network based recommendation model

Fig. 4: Cropping using YOLO3 fashion object detection model

C. Metrics

We evaluate our model by computing different offline met-
rics like customer level AUC, precision@K and recall@K and
compare it with three baseline models, two of them do not take
into account the customer embeddings(one trained on human
stylist labelled data and another trained on customer labelled
data but which doesn’t used customer embeddings to personal-
ize compatibility) and the third one uses customer embeddings
but still learns a single compatibility embedding sub-space
for all customers. Since most literature on compatibility either
does not take personal tastes of the customer into account
or collect dataset in a way that is different than ours, there
is no external baseline to compare our result against. Works
like [12] and [11] include personalization but they work on
data-sets consisting of entire outfits and hence are not directly
compare-able.

In a dataset of n ratings on pairs of items the ith observation
can be represented as 〈Ai,Bi, ci, ri〉 where ci is a customer,
〈Ai,Bi〉 constitute the pair being queried and ri ∈ {+1,−1}
is the label obtained from customer’s interaction. Let di be the
distance between the embeddings of Ai and Bi as obtained
from the model, when using embeddings of cm. Without loss
of generality, assume d1 ≤ d2 ≤ ... ≤ dn. Hence, the
ratings are arranged according to the model’s belief about

their compatibility (for that specific customer). We use a
80-20 train-test split for training and metric evaluation. Let
RATINGS(c) be the set of ratings by customer c.

1) Overall metrics: For overall metrics, we treat each rating
as an independent point of data and calculate the metric
directly. We consider the following metrics:

1) Recall: Instead of reporting RECALL@k, we report
RECALL@x% which is normalized for the number of
ratings n. It is the same as RECALL@k where k = xn

100 .
2) Precision: Instead of PRECISION@k, we report

AVGPREC@k metric which is more indicative of
performance then PRECISION@k. PRECISION@k stays
the same regardless of the position of true positives
in the top k, whereas we want the true positives to
have the highest scores (least dm) even within the top
k. AVGPREC@k also captures information about the
position of true positives in the top k, since it is the
mean of PRECISION@js for j ≤ k.

3) Area under ROC (ROC AUC): Calculated by plotting
TPR vs FPR and calculating the area under this curve1.

4) Area under PR curve (AUPRC): Calculated by plotting
precision against recall and calculating area the under

1We normalize area under curve to 100%. So an area of 1.0 will be reported
as 100%.
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2) Customer level metrics: Likewise, we can limit our set

of ratings to those of a specific customer c, and calculate these
metrics in the same way. Once we have these metrics for each
customer, we can simply average over customers to get a single
metric that is indicative of the model’s overall performance.
This means that performance of the model on each customer’s
data contributes equally to the final metric unlike the overall
metrics.

If C is the set of all customers, the customer-average of a
metric m is defined as:

m̄ =

∑
c∈C m(RATINGS(c))

|C|

D. Experiments
1) Comparision with baseline models:
• Comparison with non-personalized model on customer ratings

on pairs of items: For this, we consider the non-personalized
model wherein the attention weights wi are directly tunable
parameters of our model which do not depend on the customer
embeddings. This is equivalent to discarding the customer in-
formation associated with each rating item. This model achieves
a customer-averaged ROC AUC which is 3.12% less than that
of the personalized model which uses customer embeddings.
The impact on other performance metrics is shown in Table I.
This confirms our hypothesis that leveraging the customer
embeddings to predict pairwise compatibility leads to improved
offline metrics in compatibility prediction tasks for customers
as compared to a model where we do not leverage them on the
same dataset.

• Comparison with non-personalized model on human stylist
ratings on pairs of items: We also tested the impact of the
source of training data on testing performance. We compared
the performance of a non-personalized model trained using
data from fashion expert labelled data to PSA-NET, which
uses ratings from customers. Using customer provided labels
improves the offline recommendation performance metrics over
the model trained from labels provided by fashion experts.
Specifically, we see an improvement of 18.26% in customer
level ROC AUC. This establishes that collecting compatibility
feedback from customers helps in learning a compatibility
metric for new customers, whereas data collected from fashion
experts is helpful in situations we don’t have customer data.

• Comparison with personalized model on customer ratings on
pairs of items, without subspace attention: To test the impact of
the subspace attention network, we compare the performance of
our model against one which does not utilize subspace attention
and hence can only learn a single notion of compatibility. Re-
moving subspace attention lowers the offline recommendation
performance metrics of the model. Specifically, we see a 5.68%
reduction in customer level ROC AUC. This establishes the
importance of the subspace attention framework and multiple
notions of compatibility.

2) Ablation studies: The model described in Section III has
several components which can be tweaked. We discuss the effect of
changing individual components, while keeping the rest same.

• Effect of number of subspaces: Number of subspaces k repre-
sents the number of notions of similarities that the model learns.
We discovered that using k = 3 gives the best performance, and
changing to k = 5 reduces the model’s customer level ROC
AUC by 7.89%. We hypothesize that the amount of data we
have is not sufficient to learn 5 subspace embeddings.

• Effect of source of customer embeddings: Customer embeddings
are learnt using customer ratings on individual items using two
different methods: Partial Dual and Stynet as described in III-A.
We experiment with customer representations learnt from both
these methods in computing attention weights of different sub-
spaces. We found that using embeddings learnt from Partial
Dual(a state of the art matrix completion algorithm) leads
to better performance in predicting personalized compatibility.
Using Stynet embeddings instead of Partial Dual embeddings
reduced the model’s customer level ROC AUC by 5.86%.

• Effect of loss function: Contrastive loss works by moving the
embeddings of complementary items closer together and those
of non-complementary items farther apart. Alternatively, we can
use triplet loss for training the model. For calculating triplet loss,
we need a triplet of images. Since we have ratings only on pairs
of images, the third image is sampled uniformly at random from
all the images to generate a triplet. The customer-averaged ROC
AUC of the model when using triplet loss in this manner was
found to be 19.06% lower than when using contrastive loss.
This large difference can be accounted to the fact that triplet
loss requires sampling, which introduces noise to the metric.

• Effect of masking operation: The masking operation refers to
calculating the final embedding by combining different subspace
embeddings taking into account attention weights. In addition
to the Hadamard masking operation described in a previous
section, we also tried using a fully connected layer to calculate
the contribution of each subspace embedding. However, that
reduced the model’s customer level ROC AUC by 3.68%.

V. FUTURE WORK

• Learn customer embeddings end to end while training and
not using pre-trained customer embeddings from matrix
completion

• Extend the approach to handle multiple categories of
items together

• Include features that takes into account popularity of in-
dividual items. We have noticed in our internal customer
surveys that the decision of a customer on a pair of items
is also influenced by their preferences for individual items
in the pair.
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APPENDIX A
PERSONAL SHOPPER BY PRIME WARDROBE (PSPW)



Customer level(∆s) Overall(∆s)
ROC AUC AUPRC Recall@50% Precision@10 ROC AUC AUPRC Recall@50% Precision@10

Baseline 1: Stylist data +
non-personalized model + 3

sub-spaces

-18.27 -15.11 -15 -16.87 -21.35 -22.28 -18.76 -20

Baseline 2: Customer data +
non-personalized model + 3

sub-spaces

-3.12 -3.65 -1.85 -4.07 -4.15 -6.39 -3.26 -30

Baseline 3: Customer data +
personalized model

+ 1 sub-space

-5.68 -6.25 -3.25 -7.91 -6.4 -11.39 -3.95 -30

Evaluated: Customer data +
personalized model

+ 3 sub-spaces

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE I: Comparison of performance of the evaluated model against different baselines

Fig. 5: PSPW request flow
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